
create a full-length backdrop

After using Backdrop Designer to create a new background, 

simulate a floor to add believability to your photograph. 
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simulate a full-length shot
Suppose you have a model in a long dress. You want to place her in front of a new 
background in a natural way. To do this properly, you need to simulate the line of 
a fl oor, or a vanishing point.

This is not something that you would do in Backdrop Designer or Primatte 
Chromakey, our two plugins for Photoshop. Instead, you would create this fl oor 
simulation in Photoshop AFTER using our plugins.  

To follow along, please download the image that weʼve used (if you havenʼt 
already). It is in a ZIP fi le at this location:  http://www.anarchyunderground.net/
tutes/backdrop_full-length.zip

steps in photoshop
Following are the steps to create a simulated fl oorline. Itʼs actually a pretty 
simple process in Photoshop. Afterwards, we will give you some tips for adding 
to the realism of your composite.

step 01
Open the Photoshop fi le that has the full-length model you will 
composite around. Our example fi le is ʻGirl.psdʼ. Name the layer ʻGirlʼ. 

step 02
In the Layers palette, create a new layer. Drag that layer behind (or, 
below) the ʻGirlʼ layer. Name the new layer ʻBkgdʼ. [ fi gure 2 ]

[ fi gure 1a ] This is the 
fi le we started with. 
We used our Primatte 
plugin to delete the 
blue background. 
NOTE: You do not need 
to start with a chroma 
screen or use Primatte 
to follow this tutorial. 
We are simply giving 
you information about 
how we prepared 
our fi les.

[ fi gure 1b ] This is 
the fi le after Primatte. 
The girl is on a 
transparent layer. 
Our ZIP fi le contains 
a one layer ʻGirl.psdʼ 
fi le that is ready for 
use with this tutorial. 
The ZIP fi le also has 
a fi nished ʻGirl-after.
psdʼ fi le that shows 
the results of this 
tutorial. 

[ fi gure 2 ] Layers palette 
with two layers.
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step 03: extend the canvas (optional)
Most likely, you need to add more canvas area around the model. This will let 
you see more of the Backdrop Designer texture that you are going to create.
To do so, use the Image> Canvas Size command in Photoshop. [ fi gure 3 ] 

For instance, if your fi le is 5 x 4 inches, and the model is taking up most of 
that space, then you should add a few inches all around her. If the physical 
dimensions of your fi le are already good, then skip this step.

step 04: apply backdrop designer
Apply the Backdrop Designer plugin to the ʻBackdropʼ layer. 
Choose or modify the backdrop preset that you would like to 
use. Then apply Backdrop Designer to your layer. [ fi gure 4 ] 

step 05: select a rectangle
Back in your Photoshop fi le, the ʻBkgdʼ layer is active in your 
Layers palette. With the Marquee tool, drag out a horizontal 
rectangle. The selection should start where you want the horizon 
line to appear and run the length of your fi le. [ fi gure 5 ]

[ fi gure 3 ] Changes to 
the Canvas Size of your 
Photoshop fi le.

[ fi gure 4 ] We used the ʻAutumnʼ preset 
in the ʻLighting Spotsʼ category of 
Backdrop Designerʼs Preset Manager.

[ fi gure 5 ] Use the Marque tool to select 
the area of your photograph that will act 
as the fl oor line.
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step 06: layer via copy
Now you need to copy the selected portion of the 
ʻBkgdʼ layer. Go to the menu item Layer> New> 
Layer Via Copy. Alternately, you can press Control-J 
on Windows [Cmd-J on Mac]. 

This command copies the selection and pastes it 
into a new layer. It is also called ʻfl oatingʼ. Name 
that new layer ʻFloorʼ. If you turn off  the ʻEyeʼ icon 
for the other two layers, you will see what is on the 
new layer. [ fi gure 6 ]

step 07: transform perspective
Letʼs transform that ʻFloorʼ layer. Choose Edit> Transform> 
Perspective. This brings a transform box around your ʻFloorʼ 
layer. Grab the bottom right handle and pull it to the right. 

Perspective pulls each side to its opposite direction, resulting 
in an image that is distorted proportionately. Hit the Enter key 
when the distortion looks right. [ fi gure 7 ] 

step 08: darken the floor
Youʼve just created a fl oor! Letʼs make the fl oor look more 
convincing with a few extra steps. First, use the Image> 
Adjustment> Levels command to darken the fl oor texture. 

Weʼve increased the mid-range tones by dragging the gray 
slider to the right. We also brought up the darkest tones 
(black slider) a little. 

[ fi gure 6 ] Floating a ʻLayer Via Copyʼ 
selection will give you a layer to act as 
the fl oor.

[ fi gure 7 ] Floating a ʻLayer Via Copyʼ 
selection will give you a layer to act as 
the fl oor.

[ fi gure 8 ] Use Levels to darken 
the fl oor. Typically, you will 
raise the middle tones a lot and 
the dark tones a little. Make the 
adjustments according to what 
looks good to you.
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step 09: blur the horizon
Letʼs fade out the horizon line. Use the Blur tool or a soft 
Eraser to soften the top edge of the fl oor. [ fi gure 9b ]

step 10: add a cast shadow
A cast shadow off  your subject will also add believability to 
your image. People (and objects) always throw shadows on 
a fl oor, so it makes sense to add one in. In our example, the 
model already casts a shadow. Itʼs very light, though, and 
needs some beefi ng up.

At right, we show our results. [ fi gure 10 ] For detailed info 
about how to create a cast shadow, please download our ʻMake 
a Cast Shadowʼ tutorial from: http://www.anarchyunderground.
net/tutes/cast-shadow.zip

step 11: add lighting effect
Our fi nal suggestion is to use Photoshopʼs 
Lighting fi lter. Like the cast shadow, this 
step is related less to the fl oor and more 
to the overall composite. 

Choose the fi lter from Filter> Render> 
Lighting Eff ects. For our example, we 
chose an Omni light. [ fi gure 11a ]

Before choosing the fi lter, we merged the 
ʻFloorʼ and ʻBkgdʼ layers so the lighting 
eff ect treated them together.  

[ fi gure 9b ] Softening the horizon line 
integrates the fl oor and background.

[ fi gure 9a ] The 
left side of the 
horizon line has 
been treated 
with a soft 
150px wide Blur 
tool. The right 
side hasnʼt been 
brushed yet.

[ fi gure 10 ] Cast shadow is added.

[ fi gure 11a ] Lighting eff ect is added.
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Afterwards, we applied the same Omni 
light to our ʻGirlʼ layer in order to simulate the 
light falling from the same consistent source. 
[ fi gure 11b ] Often the change will be very 
subtle, but it is still an important detail to pay 
attention to.

conclusion
As a conclusion to this tutorial, we would like 
to point out that simulating a fl oor does not 
work equally well with all of Backdrop Designerʼs textures. 

The texture preset that we chose, ʻAutumnʼ from the ʻHotspotʼ 
category, lends itself nicely to create a fl oor. In part, this is 
because ʻAutumnʼ has a smooth abstract pattern without any 
obvious repeating areas. It does not contain heavily shadowed 
material folds that may look odd as part of a fl oor.

For the three textures below, each simulated fl oor has a 
varying degree of success. [ fi gures 12 ]

As with anything graphical, the fi nal decision is in the eye of 
the artist... and your client. So experiment around and enjoy 
the possibilities that Backdrop Designer opens up. 

[ fi gure 11b ] Lighting eff ect is added.

[ fi gure 12c ] ʻSetting Sunʼ from 
ʻDrapery Silksʼ category. This 
composite still looks nice, but the 
pink silk fl oor isnʼt very believable 
and its pattern is a little too busy.

[ fi gure 12b ] ʻSecond Green 
Velvetʼ from the ʻDrapery Velvetsʼ 
category. This green velvet texture 
turns into stylized directional lines 
which add enough visual interest 
to balance the believaility factor.

[ fi gure 12a ] ʻRed Velvet Curtainʼ 
from the ʻDrapery Velvetsʼ 
category. This circular red velvet 
texture looks convincing because 
its curtain folds blend into the 
fl oor shadows.


